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	conservatism and religion
Religion is a key pillar in social order and the right ordering of the state requires government to recognize
its proper role in regards to religious belief. This essay describes that role and explains why the state
must not usurp or denigrate religious activities.
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In a great summation, Professor Bruce Frohnen discussed
Edmund Burke’s understanding of the role of religion and
the essential threats to that understanding:
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For Burke, “Man is by his constitution a religious

Little, Brown & Co. 1854) (“Our Constitution was

animal.” By rejecting religion the French revolution-

made only for a moral and religious people. It is

aries rejected a fundamental part of human nature.

wholly inadequate to the government of any other.”)

By establishing a state which was not religious, they
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(translated by Harvey C. Mansfield & Delba

set themselves up as the creators of a new human
nature. Since there is no fundamental, uncorrupted
nature of man that can exist completely divorced
from institutions and circumstances (since art is
man’s nature), to reject one, in this case religious,
institution is to advocate its replacement by another.
By rejecting their established church, the French
revolutionaries necessarily set up an official ‘church’
of atheism. They established an institution that
taught bad morals but that taught a certain set of
morals, nonetheless.
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Thus, “Government, for Burke, should support the more
capable guardians of human nature: tradition, manners,
prejudice, and the greatest embodiment of all three—
religion.”12 Yet again, the founder of modern conservatism provides a crucial guide.
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As long as we can retain the understanding of religion
as a key pillar of social order, scrupulously protecting its
place and prerogatives, a core element of liberty will be
preserved. If we cannot, we risk losing the most important
contributor to a decent, civilized society and citizens.
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